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Workshop agenda

Ask why communication matters
Look at how it can be achieved
Understand that it is not difficult
Resolve to try it out

In 45 minutes we will:



What is ‘communication’

Publicity for the whole programme
PR for the organising institution
Recognition for the participants
Thanks to those who helped
Means of airing an issue
Informative to your colleagues/peers
Of interest to the consumer
Added interest to your report
Provision to Cedefop of communication material
Payback

For a study visit, it is:



Media types

Local, Regional Media
Mainly newspapers and radio
Understaffed by junior journalists or ‘old timers’
Little resources to go to the story
Welcome a ‘story on a plate’
Got to have a local angle 

National Media
TV plus ‘red tops’, ‘heavies’ and ‘infotainment’
Experienced/senior journalists
Increasing fragmentation and specialisation
Looking for the business ‘link’
Thirst for facts, figures, research, controversy



More media types

Trade/Professional Media
Numerous titles – one in your field?
Most magazines understaffed – work off news releases
Low salaries but ambitious journalists
Non-corporate, highly independent people

Online Media
Instantly available
Seen by the interested
People/self journalism
No sales to protect



Knowing a journalist

News = information not known to the recipients
News = what the editor thinks it is - “Will it sell my papers?”
‘Hard’ news = information that the public needs to know
‘Soft’ news = information that the public does not need to know but 
might like
News is different, relevant and easy

Attractive, strange, different – interesting to editor and reader
Analysis - putting events/issues into context
Celebrity, entertainment and gossip
Visual references – editors need images
“Is it new, is it surprising?”

What journalists want



A journalist will ask

Who 10 teachers from Europe
What Are looking at how we do it
Where Our local school/centre
When Now, today, this week
Why Because we are good/bad
How European funded

They may be thinking “So what?” but you are their friend, 
their supporter, their saviour – you are a story!



Communication tools to help you

News releases 5 Ws & How
Interviews Prepare 3 points
Photographs Take usable ones
Features/articles Mainly for journals
Research for editorial Needs to be newsy
Case studies Write as journalism
Advertorials They cost money
Hospitality To ‘see’ the story
Events/conferences/launches To ‘see’ the story



News release - the basic tool

What do I want this release to do?
Adapt your narrative to suit readership
Give it a short, unambiguous title
Write a short, opening paragraph summing up whole 
story. 20-35 words
Keep sentences and paragraphs short
Answer the who, what, where, when, why and how 
questions
Give a usable quote
Try and stay to one page A4
Send it to a named journalist if you can



Interviews

Why is my story is newsworthy
Find out about the publication and person
Discuss questions you will be asked – you can suggest
Choose a time/place that suits both
Prepare YOUR agenda
Don’t avoid questions; but don’t get drawn off message
Bridge back to your key points
It is courteous to: be prepared; be on time; value their 
time; recognise they need to learn a new story every half 
an hour; keep promises.



Pictures



http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/object/article?f=/n/a/2007/03/07/state/n173120S43.DTL&object=%2Fc%2Fpictures%2F2007%2F03%2F08%2Fmn_psychology110.jpg


Resolutions

Research the media
Write a simple news release
Take a picture
Telephone a journalist
Organise an interview
Send our story out by email
Help others to get coverage too

I can…I will
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